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§ Digital transformation: tax administrations increasingly use technology to manage 
connections to citizens and businesses (OECD, 2023)

§ Compliance-by-design approaches
§ Artificial intelligence

§ Increase in efficiency and effectiveness, reduction of taxpayers burden (OECD, 2023); 
Increase in tax collection, reduction of labor costs, and decrease of administrative
burden on businesses (Tsindeliani et al., 2021)
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§ Compliance-by-design approaches, e.g. OECD Tax 
Administration 3.0 Model (OECD, 2020)

§ Digital identity (birth, immigration, …)
§ Real estate agent platform, open to selected banks, 

automated property registration
§ Digital employment agreement, PAYE taxation
§ Real time reporting and withholding
§ Geolocation to determine place of taxation
§ Life event module for whole of society approach to

life events, e.g. hospital visit confirming pregnancy
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“In fact, most of the errors that people make are better viewed as random noise, and 
there is an awful lot of it. Admitting the existence of noise has implications for 

practice. One implication is obvious. You should replace humans by algorithms 
whenever possible. Even when the algorithm does not do very well, humans do so 

poorly and are so noisy that, just by removing the noise, you can do better than 
people” (Kahneman, 2019)
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(OECD, 2023)
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§ E.g.,  the Dutch Fraud Detection System (van Eck et al., 2022)

§ Application of Dutch tax administration to detect increased risk of tax and childcare
benefit fraud

§ More than 270.000 citizens, including 1.800 minors
§ Incorrect and out-of-date information
§ Risk indicators based on double nationality, familyname, zipcode, age, donations to

mosques or status of (young) immigrant 
§ Automation bias 
§ Consequences: tax audit, presumption of bad faith, loss of childcare benefit
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§ Principle of non-discrimination
§ The use of technology should not result in discriminatory outcomes
§ Problems: bias in training data, statistics versus individual rights, automation bias 

(Van de Vijver & De Raedt, 2023)

§ Principle of transparency
§ Tax administrations should be transparent about their use of data and technology
§ Problems: degree of transparency is not clear, black box (Calders & Van de Vijver, 2020)

ÞEthics of justice: focus on abstract normative principles
ÞDominantly reflected in our legal system
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Ethics of justice
§ Independency, autonomy, rationality
§ Individual as unit of analysis
§ How can the legal system protect rights

and duties of individuals?

Ethics of care
§ Interdependency, reciprocity, 

responsiveness, care, empathy
§ Interpersonal relations as unit of analysis
§ How can the legal system nurture

interpersonal relations and care, e.g., 
between taxpayer and tax officer?

Privacy?  Transparency?
   Legality? Non-discrimination?
 Proportionality?
 

taxpayer                                  tax officer

                      Relation? 
                Connection?
      Care?
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§ Ethics of care: focus on interdependency, reciprocity, responsiveness, care, empathy, 
and avoiding harm (Gilligan, 1982; Noddings, 1992)

§ How can the legal system nurture care?
§ How can the system put the tax officer in a position that enables him/her to provide 

adequate care to the taxpayer (within the limits of legality)?
§ Tax inspector having holistic knowledge of the taxpayer’s file, including risk 

indicators
§ Real human-in-the-loop, implying discretionary power for the tax officer and

solutions to address automation bias
§ Tax inspector being accessible in an appropriate manner also in the context of a 

digital tax administration 
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